
“ I go to the quiz team 
meets because I get to hear 
really good jokes from the 
Fulton people, and meet a 
lot of different people," 
commented junior varsity 
member Brandon Beck as 
his first year of going to 
quiz team meets was com
ing to an end.

At a quiz team meet 
there are students from 
Bath, Dansville, Fowler, 
Laingsburg, Potterville, 
Fulton, and Pewamo 
Westphalia. In playing 
these people, unlike in 
most competitions, team 
members become friends 
with the people they play 
against, and that makes 
for a pretty interesting 
match, where you'll find 
more laughing and just

plain having fun than an
swering questions as seri
ously as possible to get the 
infamous “win" that is so 
important in most other 
competitive events.

"The competition in 
quiz team is fun and chal
lenging. It enables students 
to show off all kinds of 
knowledge they have 
gained over the years; 
sometimes people surprise 
themselves with what they 
know," remarked coach 
Karen Martinez,

Even though this year 
the other teams seemed to 
have more knowledge to 
show off, the Bears had 
the most fun. After all, fun 
is the reason everyone in 
quiz team is there and it 
makes good memories.
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HMMM... What should I draw 
on my scratch paper? Val Miller 
draws during a quiz team match.

QUIZ TEAM

BUZZ.. “ Hey, I know this one!" 
James Easlick answers a question 
durring the home quiz meet as 

. teammate Joe Shaw looks on. 
“The home meet was a lot of fun 
because we got to talk to a lot of 
people from the other teams 
that we hadn’t gotten a chance 
to yet,” commented Joe.
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CO N CEN TRATE.,. Clayton 
Kaufmann pays attention while 
the moderator reads a question. 
Clayton was the top scorer on 
the varsity quiz team this year, 
scoring in his specialty, history.


